Marc's Weight Training Tips
While this is only one page of information, it's VERY important and reflects 15 years of my experience
working out along with spending countless hours training people of various ages and exercise levels. Try
to really absorb this information so it becomes second nature.

“Active” Rest
Stretch in between sets, drink water, fine tune form, don't just stand around

Focus on Form
It's better to use less weight than more. Don't' use momentum

Quality of Contraction
Concentrate on the quality of the contraction of the muscle being stimulated

Complete Set to Failure
You should not be able to complete any more reps beyond the targeted rep range

Keep up the Pace
Keep your heart rate up, rest less between sets

Remember to Breathe
Breath in during the negative phase, and out during positive phase of each repetition

Listen to Your Body
If your body doesn't feel right, stop working out. Pay attention to how you feel

Rest and Recover
After a short, intense workout, rest your body for recuperation
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